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ABSTRACT

Context. Inferences about dark matter, dark energy, and the missing baryons all depend on the accuracy of our model of large-scale structure evolution. In particular, with cosmological simulations in our model of the Universe, we trace the growth of structure, and visualize the build-up of bigger structures from smaller ones and of gaseous filaments connecting galaxy clusters.

Aims. Here we aim to reveal the complexity of the large-scale structure assembly process in great detail and on scales from tens of kiloparsecs up to more than 10 Mpc with new sensitive large-scale observations from the latest generation of instruments. We also aim to compare our findings with expectations from our cosmological model.

Methods. We used dedicated SRG/eROSITA performance verification (PV) X-ray, ASKAP/EMU Early Science radio, and DECam optical observations of a ∼15 deg² region around the nearby interacting galaxy cluster system A3391/95 to study the warm-hot gas in cluster outskirts and filaments, the surrounding large-scale structure and its formation process, the morphological complexity in the inner parts of the clusters, and the (re-)acceleration of plasma. We also used complementary Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) effect data from the Planck survey and custom-made Galactic total (neutral plus molecular) hydrogen column density maps based on the H14PI and IRAS surveys. We relate the observations to expectations from cosmological hydrodynamic simulations from the Magneticum suite.

Results. We trace the irregular morphology of warm and hot gas of the main clusters from their centers out to well beyond their characteristic radii, r200. Between the two main cluster systems, we observe an emission bridge on large scale and with good spatial resolution. This bridge includes a known galaxy group but this can only partially explain the emission. Most gas in the bridge appears hot, but thanks to eROSITA’s unique soft response and large field of view, we discover some tantalizing hints for warm, truly primordial filamentary gas connecting the clusters. Several matter clumps physically surrounding the system are detected. For the “Northern Clump,” we provide evidence that it is falling towards A3391 from the X-ray hot gas morphology and radio lobe structure of its central AGN. Moreover, the shapes of these X-ray and radio structures appear to be formed by gas well beyond the virial radius, r200, of A3391, thereby providing an indirect way of probing the gas in this elusive environment. Many of the extended sources in the field detected by eROSITA are also known clusters or new clusters in the background, including a known SZ cluster at redshift z = 1. We find roughly an order of magnitude more cluster candidates than the SPT and ACT surveys together in the same area. We discover an emission filament north of the virial radius of A3391 connecting to the Northern Clump. Furthermore, the absorption-corrected eROSITA surface brightness map shows that this emission filament extends south of A3395 and beyond an extended X-ray-emitting object (the “Little Southern Clump”) towards another galaxy cluster, all at the same redshift. The total projected length of this continuous warm-hot emission filament is 15 Mpc, running almost 4 degrees across the entire eROSITA PV observation field. The Northern and Southern Filament are each detected at >4σ. The Planck SZ map additionally appears to support the presence of both filaments. Furthermore, the DECam galaxy density map shows galaxy overdensities in the same regions. Overall, the new datasets provide impressive confirmation of the theoretically expected structure formation processes on the individual system level, including the surrounding warm-hot intergalactic medium distribution; the similarities of features found in a similar system in the Magneticum simulation are striking. Our spatially resolved findings show that baryons indeed reside in large-scale warm-hot gas filaments with a clumpy structure.
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1. Introduction

The statistical properties of large-scale structure (LSS) have been studied through the spatial distribution of galaxies, ranging from scales of individual superstructures (e.g., Haines et al. 2018) up to the full sky (e.g., Jarrett 2004). Furthermore, the evolution of the galaxy component and that of the gaseous component have been followed directly on small and large scales through cosmological hydrodynamical simulations (e.g., Dolag et al. 2006; McCarthy et al. 2017; Cui et al. 2018; Martizzi et al. 2019; Ragagnin et al. 2019; Pfeifer et al. 2020). This understanding of LSS evolution is a crucial part of our view of the Universe as a whole, and is the basis for all cosmological tests based on the growth of structure, such as the galaxy cluster mass function (e.g., Schellenberger & Reiprich 2017; Pratt et al. 2019), cosmic shear (e.g., Troxel et al. 2018; Asgari et al. 2021), and the spatial and redshift distribution of galaxies (e.g., eBOSS Collaboration 2020). These tests are powerful and complementary to geometric dark energy and dark matter tests, and they are required for us to be able, in principle, to distinguish between modified gravity and dark energy (e.g., Albrecht et al. 2006; Amendola et al. 2013). However, clear observational evidence showing the details of this LSS evolution in action in the gaseous component is hard to obtain, as the hot and tenuous intergalactic gas tracing the LSS is difficult to measure over large sky areas with high spatial resolution and sensitivity.

Moreover, our current LSS view allows us, in principle, to understand where much of the normal matter (“baryons”) in the Universe should reside. When we compare the amount of baryons contained in stars and gas in galaxies and galaxy clusters in the nearby Universe, we find they contain only a small fraction (~10%) of them (e.g., Fukugita & Peebles 2004). Most of the “missing baryons” are expected to reside in LSS filaments that connect the highest density peaks in the Universe; that is, galaxy clusters (e.g., Cen & Ostriker 1999; Martizzi et al. 2019). The low temperature (~10^5 K) portion of this “warm-hot intergalactic medium” (WHIM) has indeed been found through UV absorption spectroscopy of background quasars (e.g., Richter et al. 2008). Also, a new method employing fast radio bursts to constrain WHIM densities shows promise (e.g., Macquart et al. 2020). Nevertheless, the high-temperature (~10^9 K) fraction of these missing baryons remains elusive, especially when trying to trace it in spatially resolved emission because of the lack of sensitive instruments in the soft-X-ray band that can cover large areas efficiently and are simultaneously able to resolve out unrelated background X-ray sources like active galactic nuclei (AGNs).

In addition to cluster soft X-ray excess emission studies (e.g., Kaastra et al. 2003), there have been a number of claimed hot-phase WHIM absorption that have been challenged by other teams (e.g., Nicastro et al. 2005; Williams et al. 2006; Rasmussen et al. 2007; Kaastra et al. 2006, 2003; Bregman & Lloyd-Davies 2006; Buote et al. 2009; Fang et al. 2010). X-ray absorption measurements mostly rely on oxygen absorption; they depend on the presence of bright background X-ray-emitting quasars or gamma-ray bursts with known intrinsic spectra and therefore do not allow us to study the WHIM in a spatially resolved manner. One of the primary science drivers for the upcoming ESA Large Mission Athena (e.g., Nandra et al. 2013) is to characterize the WHIM in detail through a large number of such absorption measurements (e.g., Kaastra et al. 2013). Recently, also UV absorption measurements of iron have been proposed to trace the hot WHIM phase (Fresco et al. 2020).

According to our expectations from detailed simulations, the best places to search for LSS activity such as infalling substructures and the hot dense fraction of the WHIM is close to nearby galaxy clusters, in their outskirts, and in the presumed warm filaments connecting them. Therefore, searching in the direction of superclusters, between galaxy clusters, or within large-scale galaxy structures or galaxy pairs using X-ray and Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) observations seems to be the currently most promising way forward (e.g., Fujita et al. 2008; Werner et al. 2008; Fang et al. 2010; Dietrich et al. 2012; Planck Collaboration Int. VII 2013; Nevalainen et al. 2015; Eckert et al. 2015; Bulbul et al. 2016; Parekh et al. 2017; Akamatsu et al. 2017; Alvarez et al. 2018; Tanimura et al. 2019, 2020; de Graaff et al. 2019; Parekh et al. 2020; Ghirardini et al. 2021).

In this paper, we provide a detailed spatially resolved view of LSS evolution, employing new eROSITA X-ray data together with new DECam optical data, new ASKAP/EMU radio data, custom-made total hydrogen column density maps based on 21cm (HI4PI) and IRAS data, and also Planck SZ data. All of these datasets provide a unique combination of high sensitivity and high spatial resolution over large sky areas. We bring the power of these data sets to bear on a well-known nearby (~z = 0.05) triple galaxy cluster merger system, Abell 3391/Abell 3395n/Abell 3395s (e.g., Reiprich & Böhringer 2002; A3391/95 from now on). The large-scale galaxy environment is shown in Fig. 1, indicating that A3391/95 is part of a very large structure that runs from north to south in projection. Below, observations are compared to our expectations from detailed hydrodynamical cosmological simulations from the Magneticum project.

The A3391/95 system has been studied in detail at a range of wavelengths and with a number of instruments. Contrary to early ASCA studies (Tittley & Henriksen 2001), the more recent XMM-Newton, Chandra, and Suzaku studies of this system concluded that the apparent emission excess between A3391 and A3395 is likely due to cluster gas that has been tidally stripped from the clusters because of the interaction process (Sugawara et al. 2017; Alvarez et al. 2018). This conclusion is predominantly based on the lack of detection of warm (kT < 1 keV) gas in the emission “bridge.” While only poorly resolved, the presence of an emission bridge in the Planck data of this system (Planck Collaboration Int. VII 2013) also indicates hotter gas temperatures rather than lower temperature true primordial WHIM. eROSITA has a larger effective area and higher energy resolution for extended sources at soft X-rays than any other past or present mission (Merloni et al. 2012; Predehl et al. 2014, 2021). Moreover, eROSITA’s large field of view (FoV; ~1 deg diameter) and scanning mode allow us not only to efficiently cover the entire system, but crucially also to characterize the foreground emission from our galaxy in this area, which can be expected to have a similar temperature as the possible WHIM. Therefore, eROSITA should allow us to either detect a true WHIM filament or to unambiguously rule out the presence of significant amounts of warm gas in the bridge region. Both findings would have a significant impact on our understanding of the formation and evolution of the dense WHIM phase. Furthermore, the large field covered deeply in eROSITA’s scanning mode may reveal serendipitous LSS discoveries in the environment of the A3391/95 system, such as for example low surface filaments in other directions.

Unless stated otherwise, Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and H0 = 70 km s^-1 Mpc^-1 are assumed throughout, and h is defined by H0 = 100h km s^-1 Mpc^-1. At the A3391 redshift, z = 0.0555, and 1 arcsec therefore corresponds to 1.078 kpc.
Fig. 1. Smoothed large-scale 2MASS extended source map (Jarrett et al. 2000). At RA = 06H this map covers more than 60 deg in Dec. High galaxy number density is shown in red, with low density in blue. Overlaid are positions and apparent sizes of X-ray-selected clusters from the HIFLUGCS sample (Reiprich & Böhringer 2002; Reiprich et al. 2003). The A3391/95n/s system is in the middle-left part of the image (three circles, only A3391 is labeled). Similar overdensities to those visible in this distribution of a large number of near-infrared selected galaxies are also very prominently traced by just a handful of X-ray-selected clusters. There is an indication of a large north–south galaxy filament going right through A3391/95.

2. Data reduction and analysis

2.1. eROSITA

eROSITA is a new X-ray telescope launched on July 13, 2019, onboard the Spectrum-Roentgen-Gamma (SRG, Sunyaev et al., in prep.) satellite. It will perform eight all-sky surveys with a total sensitivity improved by at least a factor of 20 compared to the only existing imaging all-sky survey, performed by the ROSAT satellite 30 yr ago. A comprehensive description of eROSITA is provided by Predel et al. (2021). The science enabled by eROSITA has been summarized by Merloni et al. (2012, 2020). The main science driver of eROSITA is the study of the nature of dark energy by discovering and characterizing about 100 000 galaxy clusters. Forecasts for expected cosmological constraints, for the number of clusters to be detected, for the precision of cluster temperature measurements and X-ray redshifts, for the selection function, and so on, are available (Pillepich et al. 2012, 2018; Borm et al. 2014; Hofmann et al. 2017; Clerc et al. 2018; Zandanel et al. 2018; Grandis et al. 2019; Comparat et al. 2020).

Table 1. eROSITA observations of the A3391/95 field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>ObsID</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A3391/3395_Point</td>
<td>300014</td>
<td>5–7</td>
<td>40 ks pointing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3391/3395_I</td>
<td>300005</td>
<td>5–7</td>
<td>60 ks scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3391/3395_II</td>
<td>300006</td>
<td>5–7</td>
<td>60 ks scan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3391/3395_III</td>
<td>300016</td>
<td>1–7</td>
<td>60 ks scan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.1. Data preparation

The A3391/95 field was targeted during the eROSITA Performance Verification (PV) phase in October 2019. There are four eROSITA PV phase observations of A3391/95: one pointed observation and three raster scan observations. During each raster scan, eROSITA’s aim point scanned a square region. Given the FoV of 1 deg across and the slightly different centers and orientations of the scans, a total area of about 15 deg\(^2\) was covered with at least 30 s exposure (~10 deg\(^2\) with at least 1000 s). Scan III was performed with all cameras of all seven Telescope Modules (TM)s switched on while for the other observations TMs 5–7 were on. Information about these observations is listed in Table 1.

Data reduction of each TM in each observation (16 data sets in total) was done using the extended Science Analysis Software System (eSASS, Brunner et al., in prep.). The first step was to generate clean event files and images using the `evtool` task. This was done by specifying `flag=0xc00fff30`, which removes bad pixels and the strongly vignetted corners of the square CCDs, and `pattern=15` to select single, double, triple, and quadruple patterns.

The next step was to filter out any possible soft proton flares in the observations. While SRG/eROSITA is in orbit around the Sun–Earth Lagrange point 2 (L2), in principle, soft proton flares similar to those observed by XMM-Newton (e.g., Reiprich et al. 2004) could be present. We extracted light curves using the eSASS task `flaregti` in the energy range 6–10 keV. This energy range was chosen to limit the fraction of focussed X-rays in the events; the effective area above 6 keV is rather small (~15 cm\(^2\) per TM). This is important because the sources in the FoV vary from time bin to time bin during the scans.

No flares were detected with this procedure. However, count rate drops were found in the beginning half of the observations for some TMs; that is, TM6 in observation 300005 and 300006, and TM1, 2, and 6 in observation 300016 (the individual light curves are shown in Appendix A). These drops signify unaccounted-for exposure loss and were found to occur during the scans spatially close to the star Canopus, the optically second brightest star in the sky, with ~0.5 mag. This exposure drop seemed to be caused by event rates exceeding the telemetry threshold, presumably due to optical and/or UV photons.
penetrating through the optical blocking filters (Canopus is an A star, and is therefore not an intrinsically strong X-ray emitter). Once this threshold is exceeded for a given camera, no image frame data are transmitted to ground for a short time period. This exposure loss was apparently not propagated through the subsequent eSASS tasks in the version available at the time of data reduction, including the light curve and the exposure map tasks. To ensure that the actual exposures are properly taken into account, we simply excluded the time intervals when these drops occurred from all further steps. These exposure losses were not observed in TM5 and TM7 because their low-energy ADU thresholds had been increased before to alleviate the impact of the light leak present in these two cameras without on-chip filter (more details about light leaks in Sect. 2.1.2 below and in Predehl et al. 2021).

New good time interval files (GTIs) were generated and combined with the eSASS-generated GTIs. Afterwards, the evtool task with argument gt1="GTI" was run to apply the combined GTIs to the event lists.

2.1.2. Image extraction

To investigate possible emission from warm gas, we focussed on the lowest energies available from eROSITA, which for most TMs means the 0.3–2 keV band. After launch, it was found that optical photons from the Sun can reach the cameras, creating apparent soft X-ray photon events through pile-up, with the number of events depending on orbital parameters, pointing direction, and detector position. While those optical photons are filtered out by the on-chip filters of the TM1–4 and TM6 cameras, this is not the case for TM5 and TM7, as these do not possess optical blocking filters directly on their chips (only in their filter wheels). As a result, fake X-ray events with energies <0.5 keV are generated in many observations with TM5 and TM7, in rare cases also up to ~0.8 keV. This source of contamination is usually referred to as “light leak.” As we search for low-surface brightness features in the final images, all image processing for TM5 and TM7 was done in the energy range 1.0–2.0 keV, instead of 0.3–2.0 keV, to prevent the light leak from affecting our conclusions. Hereafter, we refer to this TM-dependent energy selection as the “soft band.”

Soft-band images and exposure maps were generated for each TM individually using the combined GTIs described in Sect. 2.1.1. The CCD corners were excluded from the exposure maps by specifying with the fmaps task and we created both vignetted and nonvignetted maps. The exposure maps are weighted; that is, all of the exposure maps from individual TMs were divided by 7. In the following, we use a specific notation for the combination of different telescope modules, namely TM8=∑(TM1,2,3,4,6), TM9=∑(TM5,7), and TM0=TM8+TM9.

2.1.3. Particle background subtraction

In order to create a PIB-subtracted image, the PIB was first modeled for each TM in each observation. The modeling is based on some key elements concluded from our extensive studies of eROSITA Filter-Wheel-Closed (FWC) observation data as follows.

As the spatial variation of the PIB appears to be small (≤10%), the modeling was done using the nonvignetted/flat exposure map. Moreover, the temporal variability of the PIB spectral shape seems very small, and therefore the count rate in a hard band strongly dominated by PIB events, for example 6–9 keV, can be converted to the PIB count rate in any other band. Hence, the estimation of the PIB for a given TM in a given observation was done in the following steps: firstly, the number of PIB counts contributed in a given soft band $S_{\text{obs}}$, for example 0.3–2.0 keV, was calculated by multiplying the hard band counts $H_{\text{obs}}$, for example 6.0–9.0 keV, in the observation by the ratio $R$ of the number of counts in the 0.3–2.0 keV band, $S_{\text{PB1}}$, and in the 6.0–9.0 keV band, $H_{\text{PB1}}$, of the FWC data; that is, $S_{\text{obs}} = H_{\text{obs}}S_{\text{PB1}}/H_{\text{PB1}} \equiv H_{\text{obs}}R$. The resulting number was then spatially distributed by multiplying it to the nonvignetted exposure map, which was normalized to 1 by dividing each pixel by the sum of all pixel values, sum(nonvig. exposure map). The values of $H_{\text{obs}}$ and $R$ are listed in Table B.1. The calculation is then summarized by

$$\text{Background map} = \frac{\text{nonvig. exposure map}}{\text{sum(nonvig. exposure map)}} \times H_{\text{obs}} \times R. \quad (1)$$

Based on the FWC data available at this time, the temporal variation of the PIB normalization is only about 6%. With about 20 000 hard-band counts available per observation, this rescaling procedure allowed us to further improve and constrain the amplitude of the PIB to <1%.

This step gave rise to PIB maps for each TM and observation, which were then co-added to obtain the complete PIB map. The PIB-subtracted image was acquired by subtracting the complete PIB map from the combined photon image.

2.1.4. Exposure correction

The field features an inhomogeneous coverage by the different TMs, especially at the edges of the field and around the star Canopus. Furthermore, TM8 and TM9 have different soft responses because of the different filter setups: TM8 has 200 nm Pl in the filter wheel plus 200 nm Al on-chip and TM9 has 200 nm Pl plus 100 nm Al both in the filter wheel. More importantly, we used different energy bands for TM8 and TM9 to simultaneously maximize the signal and avoid any impact from the light leak: 0.3–2.0 keV for the former and 1.0–2.0 keV for the latter. The inhomogeneous coverage together with the different responses and energy bands made it necessary to determine and apply an additional correction factor when combining all TMs and all observations together.

The expected count rate for TM9, for which we used a narrower energy band, is lower and introduces an underestimation of the count rate in the Canopus region which is only covered by TM9 of 300005 and 300006, and an overestimation in the left and bottom sides of the combined observations image which are only covered by 300016 (for which the contribution from TM9 is smallest; see left panel of Fig. 2).

As the source and X-ray background spectra vary across the FoV, this count rate bias is spatially variable. More importantly, the exposure maps for TM8 and TM9 differ, creating a strong spatially variable bias.

Accounting for these effects in full precision requires a very elaborate method. Here, we implemented a first-order correction by treating the combined exposure maps of TM8 and TM9 separately and by using the TM9-to-TM8 ratio of full FoV (excluding

\footnote{Currently, it is advisable to limit the upper energy for the purposes here to ≤9 keV, as the basic upper energy thresholds to limit telemetry volume are applied in ADU and due to gain variations this can result in different thresholds in units of keV for different columns of the same camera, for different cameras, and possibly at different times.}
Fig. 2. Vignetting-corrected count rate images of combined observations in energy band 0.3–2.0 keV for TM8 and 1.0–2.0 keV for TM9. Left: PIB-subtracted but without correction factor applied to the TM9 exposure map. For visualization purposes, this image has been normalized such that the peak values of A3391 in this image and the final image (right) have the same color. Middle: without PIB-subtraction but with TM9 exposure correction. Right: PIB-subtracted and with TM9 exposure correction. We note that, after correction, edge effects and exposure loss effects due to the optically bright star Canopus (the brightest spot in the north) are strongly reduced. The image on the right is the final image after all corrections. The enhanced emission towards the lower left is real and due to a galaxy cluster just outside the covered field, but clearly visible in eRASS-1.

the main clusters) PIB-subtracted count rates for estimating the needed correction factor. This can be formulated as

\[ \text{CORR} = \frac{\text{BGSUB count rate TM9}}{\text{BGSUB count rate TM8}} \]  

(2)

where CORR is the correction factor and BGSUB stands for PIB-subtracted. The effective correction and exposure map calculation imply that the count rates of the final combined image correspond to an effective area given by seven TMs with on-chip filter in the energy band 0.3–2.0 keV.

The combined exposure map of all observations with all TMs (TM0) was then calculated as

\[ \text{exp. TM0} = \text{exp. TM8} + \text{CORR} \times \text{exp. TM9}. \]  

(3)

The correction factor CORR for the combined energy bands 0.3–2.0 keV for TM8 and 1.0–2.0 keV for TM9 is 0.36. The final exposure map for all observations and TMs after all corrections is shown in the right panel of Fig. C.6; unless noted otherwise, this is the one used for all eROSITA images shown in this paper. Also, further details and exposure maps showing different features for different TMs and observations are provided in Appendix C.

The PIB-subtracted and exposure-corrected image was generated by dividing the combined PIB-subtracted photon image by the corrected exposure map and is shown in the right panel of Fig. 2. Figure 2 also shows the exposure-corrected count rate image before PIB subtraction (middle panel).

2.2. DECam

The A3391/95 system and its surroundings were optically observed with the Dark Energy Camera (DECam; e.g., Flaugher et al. 2015) as part of the Dark Energy Survey (DES; e.g., Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2016). Within the DeROSITAS project (PI: A. Zenteno), we obtained additional DECam observations in the five optical filters u, g, r, i, and z on December 12, 2018, January 23, 2019, January 24, 2019, December 11, 2019, December 12, 2019, and January 31, 2020. These data cover primarily the region 94.0° ≤ RA ≤ 99.0° and −55.5° ≤ Dec ≤ −53.0°. The main purpose of the additional data is to have deeper coverage around the core-cluster region of A3391/95 and to include the u-band for the estimation of photometric redshifts.

Our reduction of DECam data starts from raw data provided by the NOAO archive. Most of the processing algorithms used are similar to those initially developed for the wide-field imager on the ESO 2.2-m telescope at La Silla, as described in Erben et al. (2005). A more in-depth description with tests on the current THelli DECam data products will be published in Kara et al. (in prep.).

In the following, we provide only a brief overview of the processing steps of our DECam data reduction procedure.

1. In addition to our own observations, the basis for our processing is formed by all publicly available DECam data around A3391/95 at the time of processing. We use additional archival data to allow for better flatfield correction and photometric calibration. All data are retrieved from the NOAO data archive.

2. Science data are corrected for nonlinearity and crosstalk effects. Coefficients for these corrections are provided by Frank Valdes on the NOAO Web pages. We also correct our data for the so-called brighter-fatter effect (Gruen et al. 2015). A correction scheme, code, and necessary data products were kindly provided by Daniel Gruen.

3. The characterization and removal of the instrumental signature (bias, flat field, and illumination correction) is performed simultaneously on all data from a two-week period around each new-moon and full-moon phase. Each two-week period of dark or bright time defines a DECam processing run (see also Sect. 4 of Erben et al. 2005), over which we assume that the instrument configuration is stable. The processing run definition by moon phase also naturally

---

2 https://astroarchive.noao.edu
3 http://www.ctio.noao.edu/noao/content/DECam-Calibration-Files
corresponds to the observations with different filters (u, g, r in dark time and i, z in bright time).

4. Photometric zero-points, atmospheric extinction coefficients, and color terms are estimated per complete processing run. These are obtained by calibration of all science observations in a run that overlap with SDSS Data Release 12 (Alam et al. 2015). Individual exposures with a high atmospheric extinction of more than 0.2 magnitudes are excluded from all further processing.

5. If necessary we correct individual DECam CCDs for artefacts caused by very bright stars (saturated regions on the edges of CCDs).

6. As the last step of the run processing, we subtract the sky from all individual chips.

7. DECam is a 62-chip camera with a hexagonal layout. We subdivide the sky in regions of 0.25 square degrees. We henceforth refer to regions whose neighbors have a slight overlap of about 10% as DECam tiles. Figure 3 visualizes this setup.

8. All science CCDs belonging to a given DECam tile are astrometrically calibrated against the Gaia-DR2 catalog (Gaia Collaboration 2018).

9. After rejecting problematic images (high PSF ellipticity, high seeing), the astrometrically calibrated data are co-added with a weighted mean algorithm. The identification of pixels that should not contribute, for example those affected by cosmic rays, and weighting of usable pixels is determined as described in Erben et al. (2013).

10. Finally, SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) is run on the co-added image to generate a source catalog for matched-aperture photometry and later photometric redshifts.

Due to the very complex relation between tiles and individual DECam exposures, it is not possible to find extended areas of homogeneous data quality. Table 2 lists average parameters for image seeing (Gaussian fit to point-like sources) and the limiting magnitude of our tiles. The limiting magnitude is defined as the 5σ detection limit in a 2.0′′ aperture via $m_{5\sigma} = ZP - 2.5 \log(5/\sqrt{N_{\text{pix}}\sigma_{\text{sky}}})$, where ZP is the magnitude zeropoint, $N_{\text{pix}}$ is the number of pixels in a circle with radius 2.0 ″, and $\sigma_{\text{sky}}$ is the sky background noise variation.

The resulting optical color image is shown and described in Sect. 3.1.

For the construction of the large-scale galaxy density map shown at the end of Sect. 3.3, in order to ensure a more homogeneous depth over the full area, we make use of the publicly available DECam based catalog from the DECaLS survey, which is part of the Legacy Survey data release 8 (DR8; Dey et al. 2019) and the galaxy density map tool as part of the multi component matched filter cluster confirmation code (MCMF; Klein et al. 2018, 2019). The DECaLS survey makes use of existing public DECam data as well as its own in the g, r, z bands. Particularly for the region here, this means data from the Dark Energy Survey (Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2016). MCMF is designed to identify optical counterparts to X-ray- or SZ-detected cluster candidates. It estimates the probability of being a chance superposition for those clusters and derives precise redshifts ($\Delta z/[1 + z] = 0.006$). It makes use of the characteristic redshift-dependent color–magnitude relation of cluster member galaxies known as the red sequence. In particular, it calculates the distance of each galaxy from the red sequence in multiple colors and assigns weights to them according to agreement with a red sequence model for a given redshift. We use these weights to create galaxy density maps for galaxies brighter than 19.7 mag in the z band at the redshift of the clusters. The map is further smoothed by a Gaussian kernel of 150 kpc in size. Although only using g, r, and z bands, the applied weights effectively suppress the signal of structures at higher redshifts than that of A3391/95. The signal in the galaxy density map of a cluster at $z = 0.07$ in the A3391/95 field is already reduced by a factor two compared to the signal in a galaxy density map at the cluster redshift. Other clusters with $z > 0.12$ are approximately consistent with the noise in the galaxy density map.

### Table 2. Average quality parameters of our final DECam science tiles (see text for an explanation of the columns).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter</th>
<th>$m_{5\sigma}$ [AB mag]</th>
<th>Seeing [″]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>23.50</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>25.40</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>25.30</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>25.27</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 3. Layout of our DECam tiles with an area of 0.25 square degrees (black squares), the location of individual r-band exposures (blue dots), and the chips of one 62-chip raw DECam image (some chips are missing due to very bright sources or technical problems).
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2.3. ASKAP/EMU

The A3391/95 field was observed with the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP; e.g., Johnston et al. 2008; Hotan et al. 2021) during the Early Science period in collaboration with the Evolutionary Map of the Universe (EMU; Norris et al. 2011) survey. The observations took place on 22 March 2019 with an integration time of 10 h using 35 antennas and achieving a resolution of ~10 arcsec over an instantaneous field of view of approximately 30 deg². The data were taken in a pseudo-continuum mode consisting of 1 MHz channels, with a total correlated bandwidth of 288 MHz centered at 990 MHz. A preceding observation of the source PKS B1934-638 was used for flux density, phase, delay and bandpass calibration.

Data reduction was carried out using the ASKAPsoft software package running on the Galaxy cluster at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre. Calibration, flagging (to excise radio-frequency interference and instrumental issues), and imaging operations were performed separately on each of the 36 beams of the ASKAP phased array feed. Imaging employed standard wide-field (i.e., w-projection) and wide-band (i.e., multi-term deconvolution) techniques and included one loop of phase-only

self-calibration. The resulting 36 images were combined using the ASKAPsoft linear mosaic utility. The measured rms in areas free of artefacts is ~30 microJy beam\(^{-1}\). Further details about the radio observations, data processing, and data characteristics are presented in the accompanying paper focussed on these data (Brüggen et al. 2021).

2.4. Planck

The hot electrons of the intracluster medium (ICM) can interact with the photons of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) through inverse Compton scattering, giving rise to a CMB spectral distortion known as the SZ effect (e.g., Zeldovich & Sunyaev 1968; Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1970, 1972; Birkinshaw 1999; Carlstrom et al. 2002; Mroczkowski et al. 2019). The SZ effect is commonly broken down into several components, the most important of which is the thermal SZ (tSZ) effect. The tSZ effect is caused by the isotropic scattering of CMB photons by the thermal population of ICM electrons. The tSZ effect is observed at millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths as a decrement in observed CMB temperature below \(\sim\)217 GHz and an increment at frequencies above the tSZ effect has been observed directly for a few thousand galaxy clusters (e.g., Hasselfield et al. 2013; Bleem et al. 2015, 2020; Planck Collaboration XXIX 2014; Planck Collaboration XXVII 2016; Hilton et al. 2020). The CMB temperature anisotropy caused by the tSZ effect is commonly written as

\[
\frac{\Delta T_{\text{tSZ}}}{T_{\text{CMB}}} = f(x, T_e) y,
\]

(4)

where \(T_{\text{CMB}}\) is the CMB temperature, \(x\) is the scaled frequency \(x = (h\nu)/(k_B T_{\text{CMB}})\), with \(h\) the Planck constant and \(k_B\) the Boltzmann constant, \(f(x, T_e)\) is the relativistic tSZ spectrum (e.g., Wright 1979; Itoh et al. 1998; Chluba et al. 2012), and \(y\) is the Comptonization parameter, which is proportional to the line-of-sight integral of the ICM pressure \(P_e\)

\[
y(r) = \frac{\sigma_T}{m_e c^2} \int_{0}^{s_{\text{los}}} dl \frac{n_e(r) k_B T_e(r)}{P_e(r)},
\]

(5)

where \(\sigma_T\) is the Thomson cross-section, \(m_e\) is the electron rest mass, and \(n_e\) and \(T_e\) are the number density and temperature of the electrons in the ICM.

One of the most powerful observatories for the study of nearby extended galaxy clusters through the SZ effect is the Planck satellite (Planck Collaboration I 2016). Planck observed the microwave sky for four years from the second Sun–Earth Lagrange point (L\(_2\)) in nine frequency bands from 30 GHz up to 857 GHz, covering the full spectral range of the SZ effect. We extract a 4\(^{\circ}\) \times 4\(^{\circ}\) map of the Comptonization parameter \(y\) up of Abell 3391/95 from the Modified Internal Linear Combination Algorithm (MILCA; Hurier et al. 2013) all-sky \(y\)-map which was published by the Planck Collaboration XXII (2016). The MILCA algorithm computes an optimal linear combination of the Planck multifrequency data with individual weights for each frequency channel, which are tuned to preserve the characteristic spectrum of the tSZ in its nonrelativistic approximation, while minimizing the variance of the desired Compton \(y\)-map (ILC; Bennett et al. 2003; Remazeilles et al. 2011a,b). The optimal linear combination is performed in 11 optimized spatial windows in spherical harmonic space, allowing for both spectral and spatial localization of the tSZ effect of galaxy clusters. The resulting map has a spatial resolution of 10 arcmin and is shown at the end of Sect. 3.3.

2.5. Hydrogen column density map

X-rays interact with the gaseous phases of the interstellar and intergalactic medium by photoelectric absorption along their way to the observer. Essentially, their photon energies are sufficiently high to free electrons out of the inner shells of atoms and molecules. Consequently, the X-ray spectrum is altered depending on the amount of gas along the line of sight. The brightness decrease due to photoelectric absorption depends exponentially on the column density of absorbing material and the photoelectric absorption cross-section, \(\sigma = E^{-3}\), which is a strong function of energy (e.g., Wilms et al. 2000); it therefore leads to a hardening of the observed X-ray spectrum. This dominance of photoelectric absorption at soft X-ray energies is due to the cosmological abundances of hydrogen and helium in space. At very soft X-ray energies (\(\leq 0.28\) keV, as relevant for the analysis here) “metals” formed by stellar fusion and explosions need to be accounted for because they are accumulated in the interstellar medium of the Milky Way. As common practice, we use the hydrogen column density along the line of sight as a proxy for the amount of absorbing material together with the assumption of solar metallicity. This requires determination of the total hydrogen column density, independently of its state (neutral, molecular, ionized).

A3391/95 is located towards the high Galactic latitude sky. Due to its proximity to the Magellanic Cloud System, the HI distribution is unusually complex in its spatial structure. We observe \(N_{\text{HI}} = 4.4 \times 10^{20}\) cm\(^{-2}\) on average towards the area of interest. According to Boulanger et al. (1996) a certain threshold \(N_{\text{HI}}/E_{\text{B}-\nu} \approx 5 \times 10^{20}\) cm\(^{-2}\)/0.08 mag exists above which significant amounts of molecular gas (\(N_{\text{HI}}\)) might be present. While towards the central region of the A3391/95 system the \(N_{\text{HI}}\) is compatible with a pure atomic medium, the optical extinction with \(A_{\text{B}-\nu} = 0.21\) mag is clearly in excess of the 0.08 mag threshold (Schlegel et al. 1998; Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011), demanding an inspection for molecular gas.

For this task we follow the ansatz of Boulanger et al. (1996), that is,

\[
I_{\text{FIR}} = \epsilon \cdot N_{\text{HI}} + R, \quad (6)
\]

with \(I_{\text{FIR}}\) the far-infrared (FIR) emissivity, \(\epsilon\) the FIR emission per hydrogen nucleus, and \(R\) the Milky Way unrelated diffuse FIR background (Lenz et al. 2019). \(I_{\text{FIR}}\) is a quantitative measure for the number of hydrogen nuclei \(N_{\text{HI}}\). In case of a phase transition, from atomic to molecular hydrogen, \(N_{\text{HI}} > N_{\text{HI}}\). To quantify \(N_{\text{HI}}\) we study the linear correlation between the IRAS 100 \(\mu\)m (Miville-Deschênes & Lagache 2005) and the HI4PI data (HI4PI Collaboration 2016). For this aim we re-sample the IRIS and HI4PI on the same grid and smooth it to the angular resolution of HI4PI data. We find a correlation coefficient between both of 0.85 and \(\epsilon = (0.71 \pm 0.11) \times 10^{-20}\) cm\(^{-2}\) which is marginally in excess in comparison to a similar sized area towards the northern Galactic hemisphere (Rössler et al. 2014). \(R = 0.22 \pm 0.65\) MJy sr\(^{-1}\) is consistent with zero. The high degree of linear correlation between both gas tracers implies that across the whole field of interest the dominant gaseous phase consists of neutral atomic hydrogen.

Because the clusters’ extent is narrowly confined relative to the analyzed field of interest, field averaged values might smooth out the small-scale molecular structures. We need to image the
spatial structure of the FIR excess/high extinction gas. For this aim we calculate a difference map according to Eq. (6) disclosing the spatial distribution of molecular gas, because \( N_{\mathrm{HI}} = (N_{\mathrm{HI}} - N_{\mathrm{HI}}^\text{ref}) / 2 \). As displayed in Fig. D.1 the distribution of the \( N_{\mathrm{HI}}^\text{ref} \) is rather patchy. The peak \( N_{\mathrm{HI}} \) column densities are about a quarter of the \( N_{\mathrm{HI}} \) column density. Implying that towards these sight lines half of the absorption would not be accounted for when using only neutral hydrogen as tracer.

Unaccounted so far is the extragalactic gas contribution to the soft X-ray photoelectric absorption. According to observations (Kim et al. 2007) and numerical simulations (Rogers et al. 2018) the number of Ly-\( \alpha \) absorbers is a strong function of redshift, with \( N_{\text{Ly}\alpha} \propto (1+z)^3 \). With respect to the rather low redshift of A3391/95 the superposed column density of Ly-\( \alpha \) absorbers, \( N_{\text{Ly}\alpha}^\text{super} \), is estimated to sum up to a few \( 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-2} \), which is insignificant compared to the Milky Way foreground. A quantitative estimate within that redshift range can be expected from the MeerKAT absorption line survey during the next two years (Gupta et al. 2016).

For the construction of the absorption-corrected surface brightness map in Sect. 3.3 we use a spatially resolved total \( N_{\text{HI}} = N_{\text{HI}} + 2N_{\text{HI}}^\text{ref} \) map, determined as described above.

2.6. Magneticum simulation

A theoretical counterpart of the A3391/95 system is presented in Sect. 3.1, extracted from the Magneticum Pathfinder simulations\(^5\), a set of state-of-the-art cosmological hydrodynamical simulations comprising boxes of different volumes and resolution. The simulations were performed with an extended version of the TreePM/SPH code Gadget-2 (Springel 2005), including the treatment of a large variety of baryonic processes. These are comprised of, among others, metal-dependent gas cooling (Wiersma et al. 2009) and star formation (Springel & Hernquist 2003), metal enrichment from SNIa, SNII, and AGB stars following stellar evolution models (Tornatore et al. 2004, 2007), energy feedback from stellar sources (Springel & Hernquist 2003) and from AGNs due to gas accretion onto supermassive black holes (Springel et al. 2005; Fabjan et al. 2010). In particular, we consider the “Box2” cosmological volume of \( 500 \text{ Mpc}^3 \) at high resolution (i.e., \( \rho_{\text{gas}} = 6.9 \times 10^6 \text{ M}_\odot / \text{h}^3 \) and \( m_{\text{gas}} = 1.4 \times 10^4 \text{ M}_\odot / \text{h} \), for dark matter and gas particles respectively; see Biffi et al. 2018, for more details), which contains \( \approx 450 \) cluster-size haloes with \( M_{\text{500}} > 10^{14} \text{ M}_\odot / h \) at redshift \( z = 0.07 \). At this redshift, which is fairly similar to the one observed, we identify the A3391/95 analog as a close pair of two clusters with a mass ratio of \( \approx 1.2 \). The two pair members have masses \( M_{\text{500}} = 1.96 \times 10^{14} \text{ M}_\odot \) and \( M_{\text{500}} = 1.67 \times 10^{14} \text{ M}_\odot \), and are separated by a projected distance of 2.6 Mpc in the plane of the sky. Physically, this system has not yet merged; the two clusters are separated by a 3D distance of 4.5 Mpc.

The evolution of the system in its large-scale environment from \( z = 1 \) to \( z = 0.07 \) is also shown in Sect. 3.1. We show surface gas density maps centered on the center of mass of the simulated cluster pair, covering an area of 20 comoving Mpc/h per side and projecting for 20 comoving Mpc/h along the line of sight. At the final redshift \( z \approx 0.07 \), where the pair system is selected, the map encompasses a physical volume of \( (\approx 26.5 \text{ Mpc})^3 \). A dedicated study of the A3391/95 simulation analog investigating the properties and evolution of the main system structures and of the diffuse gas in the filaments will be pursued in a separate paper (Biffi et al., in prep.). We note that the results from the Magneticum simulation shown here do not differ drastically from those of other cosmological hydrodynamical simulations, and therefore conclusions drawn here from comparisons between observations and simulations can be considered to be general.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Large-scale structure

An RGB image of the TM8-only eROSITA data is displayed in Fig. 4. Most of the 100s of point-like sources are background supermassive black holes actively accreting matter from their host galaxies (AGNs). Furthermore, there is likely a significant population of stars in the foreground (a small area around the optically second-brightest star in the sky, Canopus, has been masked here and in subsequent images). The large range of colors seen illustrates the variety of spectral shapes encountered in the point source population. Stars are generally expected to have a softer spectrum than AGNs, but also differing amounts of X-ray absorption along the line of sight for stars and intrinsic to the AGNs likely contribute to the spectral variation. A detailed study of the point source population will be provided by Liu et al. (in prep.). Moreover, the image shows the extended emission from nearby galaxy groups and clusters in green and white.

In order to assess the significance of extended emission in this image, we ran a wavelet filtering algorithm designed to rigorously model and suppress Poisson noise. Initially developed for the XXL survey (Faccioli et al. 2018), the software is a new implementation of the \( \text{mr/1 filter} \) task of the \( \text{MR/1 multiresolution package} \) (Starck et al. 1998) with an improved treatment of exposure correction. It first computes a stationary wavelet transform of the signal, sometimes referred to as the “à trous” algorithm, using a cubic B-spline wavelet. At each position and wavelet scale, it estimates the significance of a signal excess compared to a flat distribution using the method of wavelet histogram auto-convolutions (Slezak et al. 1993) and applies a hard thresholding to remove insignificant wavelet coefficients. A reconstructed image can be obtained applying the inverse wavelet transform to the filtered coefficients. However, since this filtering process is nonlinear, it iteratively improves on the result by detecting significant signal in the wavelet transform of the residuals and adding them to the reconstructed signal. In order to rigorously subtract the PB and correct for exposure variations across the field, while preserving Poisson statistics, it estimates the significance of wavelet coefficients at each scale and position based on the raw photon images, but reconstructs the signal based on the wavelet transform of the corrected count rate images. For eROSITA, we filtered the signal of wavelet scales 1 to 8 (i.e., up to \( \approx 27 \)), incorporating the smoothed unfiltered background on larger scales into the results. As the number of effective pixels decreases with increasing scale, we applied a scale-dependent threshold (from 5\( \sigma \) at scale 1, to 2.8\( \sigma \) for the largest scales) in an attempt to control the occurrence of false positives. Furthermore, all areas with less than 30 s exposure were masked, which only affects a very small area around the outer edges (see Fig. C.6, right).

In Fig. 5 we present the wavelet-filtered eROSITA image taking into account all the information that went into producing the fully reduced eROSITA image shown in Fig. 2 (right). Recall (Sect. 2.1) that data from the five TMs with on-chip filter (TM8) cover the energy range 0.3–2.0 keV while that from the two other TMs (TM9) cover 1.0–2.0 keV. The three main clusters of the A3391/95 system dominate the central part. Most of the other

\(^5\) http://www.magneticum.org
Fig. 4. eROSITA RGB image of the A3391/95 system. The red channel corresponds to 0.3–0.75 keV, green to 0.75–1.2 keV, and blue to 1.2–2.3 keV. Since energies below 1 keV are required, only TM8 has been used here. Scans I and II, therefore, have only TM6 included, which has little exposure north of Canopus. Regions with less than 10 s exposure have been excluded here, hence the black area in the north. All shown eROSITA images from now on are exposure- and vignetting-corrected and the particle-induced background has been subtracted. A Gaussian smoothing has been applied which is scaled by the size of a top hat kernel with 25 photon counts in it. In the center of the field, A3391 is the northern large cluster and A3395n and A3395s are the two southern large clusters. One deg at $z = 0.0555$ (A3391 redshift) corresponds to $\sim 3.9$ Mpc.

Fuzzy blobs are groups and clusters of galaxies, some at the same redshift, which we then call “clumps.” This includes the “Northern Clump,” which is listed in the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database\(^6\) as MCXC J0621.7-5242. Other extended sources are groups and clusters in the background. The image therefore provides an impressive high-contrast projection of the nearby large-scale structure.

We searched for a system with a similar appearance in the Magneticum simulation described in Sect. 2.6. It is important to note that this is not a constrained realization specifically designed to reproduce the properties of the A3391/95 system. We found one such system, and the evolution of the gas density distribution around it is shown in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 6 we notice a large number of additional structures (namely clusters, groups, and galaxies in the same redshift slice; i.e., clumps) embedded in the large-scale network and connected through lower-density filaments. Going from $z \approx 1$, through $z \approx 0.34$, to the final configuration at $z \approx 0.07$, some of these structures have merged with the main systems.

Comparison of Fig. 5 to Fig. 6 reveals a number of similarities. First, both regions are dominated by a complicated system of a few nearby galaxy clusters. Second, surrounding clumps are apparently being attracted to the main system; at least in the simulation we know they are at a similar redshift; for the real data, this is discussed in more detail in Sect. 3.2. Third, an emission “bridge” connects the main clusters. Fourth, WHIM filaments away from the main system run from north to south, at least in the simulation, including an alignment of larger infalling

---

\(^6\) NED, https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu
clumps. The bridge and filaments are discussed in more detail in Sect. 3.3.

Similar structures are apparent in the galaxy distribution. Figure 7 shows the spectroscopic redshift distribution of galaxies found in NED. We note the filamentary structure in the galaxy distribution, especially the bridge between A3391 and A3395n/s but also the extensions of “greenish” points running from north to south, and that some of the surrounding clumps appear to be at the redshift of the main system, i.e., they are likely infalling. Finger-of-god effects are clearly visible for both A3391 and A3395n/s. A3391 also appears to be slightly further away from us in redshift space than A3395n and A3395s, either because of a configuration space offset, or a peculiar velocity offset, or a combination of both. This is also quantified in Table 3. We also note there is indication of a background structure just beyond $z = 0.1$ projected almost exactly onto the position of A3395n.

The selection of galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts from NED is not homogeneous, and so the apparent large-scale structure may be partially caused by selection effects. In order to homogeneously sample the full galaxy distribution we acquired additional DECam data and also employed existing archival data (Sect. 2.2). The resulting RGB image is presented in Fig. 8 with X-ray surface brightness from the eROSITA wavelet-filtered image overlaid. While the star Canopus creates significant artefacts in the northern part of the image (the black square part is masked), a good overall correspondence between the galaxy and gas distributions on large scales is indicated. A detailed galaxy density map based on DECam data is shown and discussed later in Sect. 3.3.
Fig. 6. Large-scale evolution of the A3391/95 analog found in the Magneticum simulation. The gas density distribution is shown in a cubic cutout region of 20 Mpc/h per side around the redshift of the main system in comoving coordinates from redshift \( z \approx 1 \) (left) to \( z \approx 0.34 \) (middle) and \( z \approx 0.07 \) (right). We note the clumps falling in along the large-scale filaments, merging with the main systems to form ever larger, denser, and hotter structures. The corresponding movie with more redshift snapshots is available online.

Fig. 7. Spectroscopic redshift distribution of galaxies in the ranges \( 0.01 < z < 0.15 \) (left and middle) and \( 0.04 < z < 0.065 \) (right) in two different projections. The background shows the eROSITA wavelet-filtered image. The redshift color bar applies to all three plots. Animated versions of the 3D plots are available online.

Table 3. Main cluster, Northern Clump, and Little Southern Clump redshifts, comoving distances, and approximate peculiar velocities (see Sect. 3.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>( N )</th>
<th>( z )</th>
<th>( D_c ) (Mpc)</th>
<th>( v_{pec} ) (km s(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A3391</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.0555</td>
<td>234.7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3395n</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>0.0518</td>
<td>219.2</td>
<td>1109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3395s</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.0517</td>
<td>218.8</td>
<td>1139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Clump</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0511</td>
<td>216.3</td>
<td>1319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. S. Clump</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0562</td>
<td>237.6</td>
<td>-209.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. \( N \) denotes the number of constituent galaxies with spectroscopic redshift.

Figure 9 shows the ASKAP/EMU radio image of the system on top of the eROSITA wavelet-filtered image, constructed as described in Sect. 2.3. A few individual giant radio galaxies are highlighted, including the BCGs of A3391 (N1) and A3395s (S1). The morphology of the wide angle tail galaxy (F2) in the Northern Clump indicates that it is moving towards A3391; that is, it is infalling; this is similarly observed in the Magneticum simulations. We note that this Northern Clump is way outside the virial radius, \( r_{100} \), of A3391, and so the bending is likely due to WHIM beyond the cluster borders. The projected separation of the X-ray emission peaks of the Northern Clump and A3391 is 1.217 deg = 4.722 Mpc = 1.929 \( r_{100} \); assuming both systems lie at the redshift of A3391. The radio galaxy in the western part (F1) shows clear signs of interaction with the ICM of the outskirts of A3391, and its redshift, \( z = 0.0567 \), is consistent with this hypothesis. Its projected separation from A3391 is 0.5203 deg = 2.019 Mpc = 1.122 \( r_{200} \). The projected distances are lower limits to the 3D distances; that is, the interaction processes shed light on the gas properties well beyond \( r_{200} \). This is consistent with statistical analyses of radio galaxy morphologies (e.g., Garon et al. 2019). We also note the interesting faint extended radio source to the west of A3395s (S2/S3). This could, for example, be a radio relic or be due to re-accelerated relativistic plasma related to a radio AGN. A detailed investigation of the radio properties of the system, including upper limits on diffuse radio emission in the bridge region and details about the radio galaxies is provided in Brüggen et al. (2021).

In summary, what we witness here is the formation of LSS in action: massive clusters merging at the nodes of filaments, smaller clumps (themselves mature groups or even clusters of galaxies) falling towards those centers of mass along filaments. The eROSITA data show this directly for the gas distribution in a single region of the sky and not just statistically by stacking a large number of galaxy overdensity regions. This is impressive confirmation of the expectation from simulations.
Fig. 8. RGB image based on $i, r, g$ DECam observations of the system with eROSITA wavelet-filtered surface brightness overlaid (darker/more transparent corresponds to higher X-ray surface brightness; assuming gas traces mass, the darker regions are also those with higher dark matter density). The insets also show ASKAP/EMU radio contours (from Fig. 9). The inset in the upper right depicts the Northern Clump. There are some artefacts remaining in the optical image due to the bright star Canopus in the north.

All wavelengths used in this study show the same dynamics, but in contrast: gas and galaxies trace the dark matter, requiring large-scale observations; detailed gas morphology and wide-angle tail radio galaxies (WATs) or even potential radio relics indicate interaction and flow directions, both requiring observations with good spatial resolution. For the X-ray band, eROSITA is currently the only available instrument that provides these capabilities.

3.2. Clusters, groups, and clumps

Following the overall large-scale view provided in the previous section, we focus here on the individual systems in the field. Zoom-ins to A3391 and A3395n/s are shown in Fig. 10, left and right, respectively, illustrating their complicated morphologies; these images also demonstrate the strength of eROSITA to efficiently cover large fields but to simultaneously provide fine...
Fig. 9. ASKAP/EMU Early Science observation of the A3391/95 system overlaid on the eROSITA wavelet-filtered image. We note the bright radio galaxies and the diffuse S2/S3 structure. All of them are at the redshift of the main system.

detail with good spatial resolution. The disturbed morphologies, especially of the A3395n/s system, clearly indicate dynamical activity. Towards the southwest of A3391, a slightly stronger gradient in the surface brightness compared to the north west can be noted. This may indicate a motion relative to the gas in the emission bridge between A3391 and A3395n/s, or a sloshing motion. Even stronger features are apparent for A3395n/s and some have been described before (e.g., Donnelly et al. 2001; Lakhchaura et al. 2011). Both A3395n and A3395s show a very elongated shape and an apparent offset of the brighter central regions from their overall center of mass. A3395s exhibits a very prominent emission peak and a “Finger” of emission extending towards the northwest. The Finger ends right were the brightest part of the interesting diffuse radio structure can be seen (Fig. 9, source S3; also Fig. 12 later) and this region is discussed in detail in the accompanying paper (Brüggen et al. 2021). Moreover, there appears to be an emission “Band” west of A3395n and north of A3395s connecting both systems. This could be plasma displaced due to an ongoing merger process between these two clusters. On the other hand, the strong central radio AGN in A3395s (S1) with its north–south jets may also contribute to pushing some of the hot plasma towards the north. Furthermore, A3395n shows a steeper surface brightness gradient towards the southwest compared to the northeast, indicating gas compression due to interaction with A3395s.

The insets in Fig. 8 zoom into A3391, A3395n/s, the galaxy group ESO 161-IG 006, and the Northern Clump, and additionally show contours obtained from the ASKAP/EMU radio data. On this overlay, there are a number of obvious smaller-scale features that we have not yet discussed. First, the X-ray surface-brightness elongation position angle roughly matches the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) position angle for both A3391 and A3395n. This consistency of elongations could be interpreted as an indication of the absence of strong dynamical disturbances. Second, the jet/lobe extension of A3391’s central AGN (N1) is perpendicular to this position angle. Third, there appear to be a number of small head–tail galaxies in the central A3395n/s area, which could be interpreted as indicating dynamical activity. At least in the case of A3395n, we now have one indication for the absence of dynamical activity (similar X-ray
and BCG elongations) and one indication for the presence of it (head–tail galaxies). This is apparently contradictory. However, this may be explained either by coincidence; that is, the disturbance happens such that it enhances the elongation in the right angle, or if such position angle correlations are hard to destroy during a merger process.

Based on spectroscopic galaxy redshifts available in NED, we (re-) determined the redshifts of A3391, A3395n, A3395s, and two clumps. Using the eROSITA X-ray emission peak as center and a circle with ~0.25 deg radius, we determined the cluster and clump redshifts from the median of all N galaxies with $z < 0.2$ in this area (Table 3). We note that for A3395n and A3395s the search cones overlap. In order to count each galaxy redshift only once, we therefore assigned each galaxy in the overlap region to the cluster whose center is closer. Also listed in the table are the comoving distances, $D_c$, assuming zero peculiar velocities. Furthermore, to illustrate an alternative extreme scenario, we define approximate peculiar velocities as $v_{pec,i} \equiv c(z_{A3391} - z_i)$, assuming all clumps and clusters, $i$, to be at the distance of A3391, which in turn is assumed to follow the Hubble flow exactly. Table 4 then lists relevant radii, which were determined by taking the $R_{500}$ values from Reiprich & Böhringer (2002) and calculating the other radii as in Reiprich et al. (2013, Sect. 2). A more detailed multi-wavelength study of the central and outer parts of the main clusters is carried out in separate investigations (Sanders et al., in prep.; Veronica et al., in prep., respectively).

One of the more exciting discoveries from the eROSITA observations is the large number of clumps (and background clusters); that is, extended X-ray-emitting sources in the field. There are more than 50 in the 15 deg$^2$ area. For many of them, we can determine redshifts either from the X-ray data directly or from optical data (spectroscopic galaxy redshifts). Some are at a similar redshift to the main A3391/95 system, and so can be interpreted as clumps that are presumably infalling. Other extended sources are at different, mostly higher redshifts, and are therefore likely background galaxy groups and clusters. The analysis of these extended sources is the subject of a detailed study (Ramos-Ceja et al., in prep.). Here, we show a small selection of some of the brighter clumps and background clusters in Fig. 5. The redshifts were determined by using the eROSITA emission peaks as centers and calculating the median of spectroscopic galaxy redshifts found in NED. The presence of several clumps at the same redshift as the main A3391/95 system qualitatively confirms the expectations from cosmological simulations; compare to Figs. 6 and 13 (left) for example. This has not been observed as clearly in an individual system before. Furthermore, many of the extended sources are background clusters. This shows the great improvement of eROSITA over the ACT (Hilton et al. 2020) and SPT (Bocquet et al. 2019; Huang et al. 2020; Bleem et al. 2020) SZ surveys, which have both covered the field. These latter detect only four clusters in this area (SPT: 2; ACT: 4, including both SPT clusters). Interestingly, the huge clusters A3391 and A3395 are not part of their catalogs, presumably because of highpass filtering and the point source masking here; combination with the lower resolution Planck data may help (e.g., Aghanim et al. 2019). These four SZ clusters are to be compared to tens of clusters from eROSITA including all four ACT/SPT clusters, even out to $z = 1.0$. Thus, eROSITA finds all the high-redshift massive systems in the field, as ACT and SPT do, but additionally finds about an order of magnitude more groups and clusters, presumably mostly with lower mass and at lower redshift.

The left panel of Fig. 11 shows an eROSITA zoom into the Northern Clump. We note features in the surface brightness morphology: a boxyness, an apparent surface brightness edge to the north, and a possible tail to the north. While other interpretations are possible, these features are consistent with the Northern Clump being an infalling galaxy cluster experiencing ram pressure due to its motion relative to the very outskirts of A3391; that is, the infalling Northern Clump appears to feel the relative motion of gas located at about twice the virial radius, $r_{100}$, of A3391, presumably from primordial filament gas. However, considering this further, a large relative motion might actually be surprising as one should expect this potential filament gas to be infalling into A3391 as well; that is, the relative motion between the Northern Clump and this gas might be relatively small as they would both be moving in the same direction. On the other hand, gas in the potential filament may also be attracted by the Northern Clump itself, especially if they are close to each other, resulting again in a larger relative motion. A more detailed
3.3. Bridge and filaments

Before we show direct evidence for bridges and filaments in the form of diffuse X-ray emission, we remind the reader that some of the infalling clumps discussed in the previous sections, for example, Figs. 9 and 5, trace gas well beyond \( r_{200} \) or even beyond \( r_{100} \) of A3391. Therefore, these clumps may indeed be considered to provide indirect evidence of filaments and, moreover, to trace the properties of filamentary regions along which matter falls towards the main clusters.

On the right of Fig. 11, a close-up view of the emission bridge between the main clusters is shown. This is a simple Gaussian smoothed image, and so the photon noise is reduced but not as much as in the wavelet-filtered images, and therefore the true underlying emission is not expected to be as clumpy as it appears here. We also note the X-ray emission from the known galaxy group to the south of A3391, ESO 161-IG 006 (\( z = 0.0516 \)). The emission from this group is limited to a small area; the whole bridge region has a much larger horizontal extent of at least 3 Mpc. Therefore, this emission bridge is clearly not dominated by this group but is due to gas from the cluster outskirts well beyond 3 Mpc or gas from a filament between A3391 and A3395n/s. The numbers shown in Table 3 make it clear that we cannot decipher the true physical separation between A3391 and A3395n/s simply from the redshifts of their emission peaks well beyond 3 Mpc, as being due to cluster outskirts gas that has been moved further away from their host clusters due to tidal forces during the interaction.

Plasma at temperatures \( \sim 3.5 \) keV is not expected to emit strong oxygen emission lines as most oxygen should be completely ionized. One way to search for the presence of warm (\( \sim 1 \) keV) plasma is therefore to search for oxygen emission lines, in particular OVII (574 eV) and OVIII (654 eV). A spatially resolved search can be conducted by creating an oxygen-to-soft-band-ratio (“oxygen band”) image where foreground and background emission has been subtracted. eROSITA has higher effective area and, most importantly, a better energy resolution around the relevant photon energy, \( \sim 0.6 \) keV (\( < 70 \) eV, Predehl et al. 2021), than any other past or present X-ray imaging telescope. Furthermore, the large area covered by eROSITA allows us to properly take into account the soft foreground emission coming from within the Milky Way. Therefore, we constructed an eROSITA oxygen band image in the following way. Given the approximate redshift of the system, \( z = 0.05 \), the emission lines of OVII and OVIII are shifted to 547 and 623 eV, respectively.
Assuming an energy resolution not worse than 70 eV at those energies, we chose the band 512–658 eV as the “oxygen band” (yellow) regions, not strongly correlated with the surface brightness structure. We note that the XMM-Newton temperature map of A3395 appears to show hotter gas in similar regions to those found here (Lakhchaura et al. 2011). These hotter regions may indicate gas being heated by compression or even shocks from ongoing merger activity. While the merger between A3391 and A3395 proceeds in the north–south direction, equatorial shocks moving east and west may be possible, especially in the early phases of the merger. Alternatively, shocks and compression due to east–west accretion onto the bridge/filament could give rise to hotter regions. Interestingly, parts of the hot regions coincide with diffuse radio emission features that do not have an optical counterpart: for example, the “Little Italy” extension south of S3 (the exact shape of which may be determined by noise though) and the small diffuse “Radio blob”. This raises the question of whether this relativistic plasma could be due to (re-)acceleration processes related to merging activity and/or accretion.

Let us now focus our attention away from the emission bridge between the clusters but instead on the general cluster outskirts and also on potential large-scale structure emission filaments. The right panel of Fig. 13 shows a representation of the wavelet-filtered eROSITA image with some radii of interest overplotted for A3391 (Table 4). We note that for this image all areas with less than 1 ks effective exposure were masked during the wavelet run. The emission of A3391 is traced out well beyond \( r_{200} \) and even beyond \( r_{100} \) where the emission becomes strongly irregular. This is a major step forward from XMM-Newton and Chandra observations of clusters where emission is typically traced out to only \( r_{500} \) or at most \( r_{200} \). Moreover, there is an indication for an emission filament beyond \( r_{100} \) connecting A3391 with the cluster in the north at the same redshift (the Northern Clump, see Sect. 3.2), which we discuss further below.

Such an emission filament would be a significant discovery. As we are tracing soft emission over large angular scales, we do need to worry about structure in foreground absorption. Some of the structures in the surface brightness map may be due to spatially varying foreground absorption. In order to test for absorption, we constructed a total \( N_H \) map as described in Sect. 2.5; see Fig. 14 (left). In some regions, an apparent anti-correlation between X-ray surface brightness and \( N_H \) column density is indicated, as expected if one were to assume a uniform X-ray background. However, the apparent emission filament towards the Northern Clump actually lies in a region with slightly increased hydrogen column density compared to neighboring regions east and west that show less emission. Therefore, this apparent filament may indeed be due to a real emission excess stemming from a filament connecting A3391 with the Northern Clump.

To investigate this in more detail, we constructed an absorption-corrected surface brightness map. For this, we chose a simple model, that is, we assumed an X-ray fore- and background emission spectrum including one unabsorbed and one absorbed diffuse thermal component plus an absorbed power-law component due to unresolved background AGNs. We then determined the expected eROSITA count rates once when assuming the column density at the respective position and once when assuming the median hydrogen column density, which resulted in a correction map of the ratio of the former to the latter. Subsequently, we divided the exposure map by this ratio map and produced a new exposure-, vignetting-, and absorption-corrected PIB-subtracted image. The correction is typically \( \leq 10\% \).

In Fig. 15 we show this new EROSITA image, where we also ran the SExtractor source detection algorithm and excised...
detected point sources. This absorption-corrected surface brightness map not only corroborates the Northern Filament towards the Northern Clump but an additional “Southern Filament” south of A3395n/s going through the “Little Southern Clump” towards MCXC J0631.3-5610 (at $z = 0.0540$ and just outside the border of the eROSITA image) becomes apparent. The outskirts of MCXC J0631.3-5610 are visible as enhanced emission south of the Little Southern Clump, extending further along the filament. The projected separation between the Northern Clump and the center of MCXC J0631.3-5610 is $3.751$ deg = $14.55$ Mpc; that is, the total projected length of continuous emission along this filament is at least $15$ Mpc. This has never been seen before in observations of a single system.

To investigate the apparent excess emission and its significance quantitatively, we placed square boxes with $0.5$ deg side length on the absorption-corrected and point source-excised eROSITA count rate image (not the wavelet-filtered image) and determined their surface brightnesses and standard deviations. From this, we derived excess surface brightnesses and significances for three potential filament regions: the Northern and Southern Filaments described above and also the apparent weak emission excess leading from A3391 towards the east (Table 5).
Table 5. Filament excess surface brightnesses and significances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filament</th>
<th>Surface brightness excess</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northern Filament</td>
<td>$23.5_{-2.6}^{+2.7}$ %</td>
<td>$4.6_{-1.3}^{+1.5} \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Filament</td>
<td>$20.7_{-2.2}^{+2.2}$ %</td>
<td>$4.1_{-1.1}^{+1.3} \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Filament</td>
<td>$14.4_{-2.4}^{+2.3}$ %</td>
<td>$2.8_{-0.8}^{+1.0} \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>$137.0_{-6.7}^{+7.2}$ %</td>
<td>$26.9_{-7.0}^{+8.2} \sigma$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Details of the method are described in Appendix F. The significance for the Eastern Filament is low, $<3 \sigma$, but the Northern and Southern Filaments show $>4 \sigma$. Therefore, we consider the Northern and Southern filaments to be clear detections and the Eastern Filament a tentative detection. For completeness, we also provide excess surface brightness and significance for the bridge region in Table 5, although this region clearly also contains cluster outskirt gas and not only filament gas (again, details are given in Appendix F).

We note that the apparent north–south emission “stripe” at the eastern border of the image is more difficult to interpret. There are unrelated background clusters at that position and also it is a region that might be affected by remaining low-level systematic errors due to exposure- and vignetting correction and background subtraction. Therefore this region is not further discussed here. The detailed structure, significance, and redshift of all apparent emission filaments will be quantified in detail by Veronica et al. (in prep.).

In addition to the 15 Mpc emission filament, we can identify further features that resemble what we see in the Magneticum simulations (Fig. 6). The emission bridge connecting A3391 and A3395 is very wide, about 3 Mpc. Moreover, there are strong surface-brightness drops east and west of the bridge. This is consistent with the expectation that gas surrounding the nodes (clusters) and filaments of the cosmic web gets accreted by these denser structures. There may even be accretion shocks forming by gas falling onto the bridge, resulting in jumps in gas density and temperature. There is indeed some indication of a very hot region in the bridge in the oxygen-to-soft-band ratio image (Fig. 12) but detailed spectral analysis is required to test for and trace possible temperature jumps in detail, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

If we see such a warm gas emission filament in X-rays it may also be visible in the submm band through the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect and in the galaxy distribution, as we now know where to look for it. The left panel of Fig. 16 shows the galaxy density distribution in the very large-scale environment of the A3391/95 system, generated as described in Sect. 2.2. A3391, A3395n, A3395s, and the bridge connecting them all clearly show up, corroborating the visual impression from Fig. 8. Furthermore, we also clearly see a north–south large-scale structure where galaxy densities are higher than in the east–west direction. Zooming further in and overlaying the eROSITA contours (Fig. 16, right/top) shows a remarkable resemblance of X-ray emission excess and galaxy overdensity. This is exactly what is expected for a true filament.

In the bottom-right panel of Fig. 16, we show the Planck $y$-map obtained as described in Sect. 2.4. The eROSITA filament...
discovery towards the Northern Clump and Little Southern Clump seems to be supported by \textit{Planck} as the y-map reveals excess pressure in similar directions. The Little Southern Clump itself is not very obvious in the y-map, which seems consistent with it being only a small clump at the A3391/95 redshift and not a massive background cluster. The fact that the center of the Northern Clump also does not appear very prominent in the y-map could possibly be due to the strong central AGN and/or masking. We also note that \textit{Planck} alone cannot resolve smaller structures like the individual components A3395n and A3395s; a combination with higher resolution SZ maps, for example from SPT or ACT, may improve this (e.g., Aghanim et al. 2019).

In summary, with eROSITA we discovered a continuous 15 Mpc WHIM filament of significant X-ray emission including a number of clusters, groups, and clumps. The presence of this filament is supported by the \textit{Planck} y-map, indicating excess pressure, and by the optical galaxy density map, indicating a galaxy overdensity. This filament reaches the edges of the eROSITA FoV in both north and south directions, meaning that it might be even longer. When the continuing eROSITA all-sky survey has acquired sufficient depth, we may be able to trace this new X-ray emission filament even further beyond the current raster scan observations from eROSITA’s PV phase.

4. Conclusions

We provide an overview of new sensitive large-scale eROSITA and additional multi-wavelength observations of the A3391/95 galaxy cluster system and its surroundings. Here, we report a range of new discoveries that will certainly trigger further detailed in-depth studies. Our most important conclusions are as follows.

1. We present a homogeneous soft X-ray image of $\sim 15 \text{ deg}^2$ taken with eROSITA in scanning mode, providing the deepest large-scale X-ray image ever taken of this complex system.

2. We characterize the complex morphology of the central parts of the main clusters combining radio, optical, and X-ray data, providing evidence for ongoing dynamical activity.

3. We trace X-ray emission beyond the virial radii, $r_{\text{vir}}$, of the main clusters, illustrating strong irregularity in the outer X-ray surface brightness and therefore gas density distribution.

4. We discover a number of extended X-ray-emitting clumps surrounding the system; we use the X-ray and radio morphologies to suggest that the Northern Clump is falling towards A3391.

5. With the eROSITA data we detect about one order of magnitude more (unrelated) background galaxy group and cluster candidates in this field than the ACT and SPT SZ surveys together, including a known SZ cluster at $z = 1$.

6. The eROSITA image reveals that the bridge region connecting A3391 and A3395 has an extent of at least 3 Mpc perpendicular to their line of separation; the X-ray emission from the galaxy group ESO 161-1G 006 therefore only accounts for a small fraction of the bridge emission.

7. Based on an oxygen band image, exploiting eROSITA’s superior soft response, large FoV, and good spatial resolution, we find hints of emission from warm gas in addition to the known hot gas emission in the bridge region that went unnoticed by past observations. If further confirmed by full spectral analysis, this could imply that the 3D separation of A3391 and A3395 is much larger than the projected one and that we are looking down a filament and not just at a bridge.

8. The oxygen band image also indicates some particularly hot regions in the bridge area and southwest of A3395s, possibly related to detected diffuse radio emission.

9. The eROSITA absorption-corrected surface brightness map reveals an impressive $\sim 15 \text{ Mpc}$ long continuous X-ray emission filament. The presence of this new WHIM filament is corroborated by the \textit{Planck} Sunyaev-Zeldovich map and the DECam galaxy density map.

10. The new large-scale intergalactic gas observations of this system are strikingly similar to those found in one of the systems in the Magneticum cosmological hydrodynamic simulation. This corroborates the underlying assumptions going into simulations and adds further credibility to predictions, such as for example those concerning the WHIM distribution.

In the study of LSS, and in particular of the warm-hot gas in emission as traced by X-rays, individual systems will inevitably reveal a high degree of complexity, requiring merging geometries and histories of the LSS knots. One of the main assets of the ongoing eROSITA all-sky survey will be the large number of systems discovered and characterized, which will hopefully allow robust statistical inferences as to the physical properties of the general population of such systems.
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Appendix A: eROSITA light curves

For all data reduction and analysis tasks applied in this paper, the internal data processing version c945 was used together with eSASS version 200602 and HEASOFT version 6.25. All light curves are extracted using eSASS task `flaregti` in the energy range 6–10 keV, with 100 s time bins.

Fig. A.1. Top: total 6–10 keV light curve of TM1 (red) and the filtered light curve (blue), where eSASS GTIs and manually selected GTIs were combined. Time bins of 100 s were chosen. Dotted lines indicate the 3σ interval for illustration. Bottom: corresponding count rate histograms and Gaussian model fits.

Fig. A.2. ObsID 300005 (scan_I) TM5. Not contaminated by Canopus exposure loss.

Fig. A.3. ObsID 300005 (scan_I) TM6.

Fig. A.4. ObsID 300005 (scan_I) TM7. Not contaminated by Canopus exposure loss.
Fig. A.5. ObsID 300006 (scan_I) TM5. Not contaminated by Canopus exposure loss.

Fig. A.6. ObsID 300006 (scan_I) TM6.

Fig. A.7. ObsID 300006 (scan_I) TM7. Not contaminated by Canopus exposure loss.

Fig. A.8. ObsID 300016 (scan_III) TM2.
Fig. A.9. ObsID 300016 (scan_III) TM3. Not contaminated by Canopus exposure loss.

Fig. A.10. ObsID 300016 (scan_III) TM4. Not contaminated by Canopus exposure loss.

Fig. A.11. ObsID 300016 (scan_III) TM5. Not contaminated by Canopus exposure loss.

Fig. A.12. ObsID 300016 (scan_III) TM6.
**Appendix B: eROSITA Particle-induced background subtraction**

Table B.1. FWC count rate ratio $R$ taken for energy bands 0.3–2.0 keV, and the hard counts $H_{\text{obs}}$ in energy band 6.0–9.0 keV for the different source observations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TM</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>$H(300005)$</th>
<th>$H(300006)$</th>
<th>$H(300016)$</th>
<th>$H(300014)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>22835</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>22589</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>24146</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>24278</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.44*</td>
<td>26698</td>
<td>25975</td>
<td>26830</td>
<td>17361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>19086</td>
<td>17605</td>
<td>22814</td>
<td>8472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.42*</td>
<td>27188</td>
<td>25685</td>
<td>26925</td>
<td>17817</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*0.3–2.0 keV
2.0–9.0 keV
Appendix C: eROSITA exposure maps

One anomaly occurred for TM1 in observation 300016, such that \( \sim 82.5\% \) of the \( \text{DEADC} \) values in the extension \( \text{DEADCORR} \) of the event file are found to be zero, while the rest of the values are lying around 1 (observing efficiency of almost 100\%), as they should be. This issue was rectified by changing the zero values to the mean of the non-zero values. As seen in Fig. C.1 (right panel), the exposure is now recovered.

Further exposure maps of relevance are shown in Figs. C.2–C.5. The final exposure map after all corrections is shown in Fig. C.6 (right).

![Fig. C.1. Exposure maps of TM1 of observation 300016 before (left) and after (right) DEADC correction shown in linear scale. The missing exposure in the top-right corner is due to the proper correction for exposure loss due to the star Canopus.](image)

![Fig. C.2. Exposure maps (in seconds) of TM6 for observations 300005 (left) and 300006 (right) shown in logarithmic scale.](image)

![Fig. C.3. Exposure maps (in seconds) of TM9 for observations 300005 (left) and 300006 (right) shown in logarithmic scale. The blue line at the bottom of observation 300006 indicates the starting point of the scan.](image)

![Fig. C.4. Exposure maps (in seconds) of observation 300016 shown in logarithmic scale and ds9 color:rainbow. Left: TM8. Lower exposure time is seen at the top right (Canopus region). Right: TM9.](image)

![Fig. C.5. Exposure maps of TM9 from all observations combined, before (left) and after (right) the correction factor is applied, shown in logarithmic scale.](image)

![Fig. C.6. Exposure maps (in seconds) of TM0 (TM8+TM9) from all observations shown in logarithmic scale, before (left) and after TM9 exposure correction (right).](image)
Appendix D: $N_{\text{H}_2}$ map

Fig. D.1. $N_{\text{H}_2}$ column density contours starting at $5 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-2}$ with steps of $2 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-2}$ overlaid over eROSITA image.

Appendix E: Magneticum oxygen-to-soft-band-ratio map

In Fig. E.1, right, we show a simulated oxygen-to-soft-band-ratio map. This is compared to the mass-weighted temperature map of the A3391/95 simulation analog in the left panel. The temperature map encompasses a larger region around the pair system of $(7 \text{ comoving Mpc}/h)^3$. In both panels, the 1 deg FoV of an eROSITA pointed observation, the $r_{500}$ and $r_{200}$ radii of the two main clusters are also marked for reference. We note that the larger ratio values (blue) accurately trace the cooler gas in the cluster outskirts and in the cooler region between the clusters. This confirms that with this method we are able to trace “warm” gas in the region.

Fig. E.1. Left: mass-weighted temperature map of the A3391/95 analog system found in the Magneticum simulation. The units are in keV. The box size is 7 comoving Mpc $h^{-1}$ in all three dimensions. The solid yellow circle has a diameter of 1 deg to approximate the FoV of an eROSITA pointed observation. The solid green circles correspond to $r_{500}$ of the two clusters while the dashed green circles approximate their $r_{200}$. Right: oxygen-to-soft-band-ratio map constructed in the same way as for the eROSITA data (Fig. 12), here assuming a 40 ks eROSITA pointed observation with all seven TMs simulated with SIXTE without including background.
Appendix F: Filament excess surface brightnesses and significances

We employ three different methods that work with surface brightness boxes (Fig. F.1) and an alternative method that works with profiles.

1. We estimate the surface brightness from each box and the background rms as the standard deviation of the average surface brightness among the several background boxes. The significance is obtained as the surface brightness excess over the mean in the filament, region divided by the rms.

2. We use a likelihood model where all background boxes are fitted to an average background, its rms, and the shot noise on top of it. The surface brightness in the filament region is obtained from a Poisson fit. The significance is then again obtained as filament excess surface brightness divided by background rms. This gives a higher significance because the Poisson variance is subtracted from the signal in the background boxes.

3. We run a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) chain based on the previous likelihood model to investigate the error on the significance. This provides slightly different results since we now marginalize over all nuisance parameters (the unknown true background levels in each background box, without Poisson noise), instead of the previous point estimate (only the best fit values of the true backgrounds were considered). We also included a 6% systematic error on the instrumental background level but this does not change the result significantly because the full observation is affected in the same way, and so the rms remains approximately unchanged, as does the surface brightness excess.

Figure F.1 shows the box selection on top of a count rate image. We note that point sources were excised while extended sources were not, as filaments cannot be expected to be completely smooth (e.g., Fig. 6). All ten black boxes are considered background. The white boxes number 1 and 2 cover the Northern Filament region, and numbers 5–9 the Southern Filament region. The two blue boxes cover the region of the potential Eastern Filament. The red box in the bridge region between A3391 and A3395 has dimensions 0.25 deg × 0.5 deg and serves only to demonstrate the strong excess in the bridge region.

Method number 3 consistently yields the most conservative results; i.e., the lowest significances (e.g., for the Northern Filament: 1: 4.9σ, 2: 5.9σ, 3: 4.6σ). Therefore, and because it also provides error estimates, we choose this method for the results reported in Table 5. See Figs. F.2–F.4 for the distributions. While, based on the current analysis, we consider the Eastern Filament to be only a tentative detection or indication, we nonetheless exclude the two (blue) boxes that fall on it from the background estimates as the surface brightness excess is ~3σ. If we do include them, the excess significances drop, but only within their 1σ uncertainty range. For completeness, in Fig. F.5 we also show the distributions for the bridge region, recalling that this excess is likely dominated by emission from the cluster outskirts and not filament emission.

The boxes cannot be completely randomly chosen, and so there is a risk of biased significances despite sophisticated statistical analyses; there is, however, not enough area to work with more boxes or with very different places to put them. Overall, the risk seems quite low, as even including the Eastern Filament in the background changes excess significances only mildly given their uncertainties (see above). Still, as a further independent check on the robustness of the results we extracted surface brightness profiles in different directions away from the center of A3391, including along the Northern Filament. Emission from the cluster outskirts is traced out to ~r_{100} = 37.85′ (Table 4) in these profiles. Beyond r_{100}, along the Northern Filament, excess emission on the ~10% level (~3σ) is revealed with this method, mostly around 35–45′ distance from the A3391 cluster center, using 20′ wide regions. We regard this test as a qualitative confirmation of the reality of the Northern Filament.
Fig. F.1. Box selection for the determination of excess surface brightnesses and significances. All rectangular boxes have a side length of 0.5 deg. See text for details.

Fig. F.2. Northern Filament.
Fig. F.3. Southern Filament.

Fig. F.4. Eastern Filament.

Fig. F.5. Bridge.